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All regulatory and 
policy actions should 

be guided by optimising 
the 5 Cs, measured 

against the Full  
System Costs
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Carbon, Customers, 
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FROM SUPPLY TO DEMAND

AMBITION: To truly optimise the 
energy system we need to shape it 
around optimising customers’ demand 
actions and assets. Every customer 
should be regarded as an integral part 
of the energy system and have fair 
access to the assets and actions that 
can reduce their costs.
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Whole 
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Capacity on  
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Unlock  
Capital 

throughout 
the system

Recommendations: From Supply to Demand
1  Optimise Demand First: Policy and regulation needs to  

prioritise optimising the customers’ demand to ensure that the system 
is “sized” appropriately.

2  Supply and Demand are Equal: Recognise that the competitive 
tension is between optimised demand and optimised supply.

3  Equal Access to all Support Mechanisms and Markets: Open up all 
support mechanisms and markets to demand side actions and assets.

4  Promote a Flexibility Purchase Agreement: Policy and regulation 
supporting the development of a common framework for a flexibility 
purchase agreement.  

5  Allocate Significant Value to Energy Efficiency: As shown by 
the new metrics, energy efficiency is highly valuable and needs to be 
central to system design – not an afterthought.

6  Launch a Demand First Taskforce: Establish a Demand First 
Taskforce to drive through reform across policy, regulation and 
business practice.
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DISTRUST OF DEMAND SIDE ACTIONS
It is always amusing to listen to those that 

don’t trust the reliability of demand actions.  
This is a false fear. The system already has to 

predict and manage the weather, which is a lot 
more unpredictable than consumers – whose 

behaviour patterns are pretty well set and 
much more predictable than the sun, wind and 

rain. The real distrust comes from a lack of 
understanding or knowledge about customers.

Demand is Equal to Supply

Supply of energy has been the priority and, while there is a need for 
significant investment in the supply side, we must introduce the 
competitive tension of customer actions and assets into the market 
and provide them with a level playing field.

Despite the benefits of unlocking demand and flexibility, there is uncertainty, 
misunderstanding and lack of confidence in the ability of demand actions and 
assets to play an important role. 

While demand assets and the flexibility that they deliver are crucial to the 
future efficiency of the system there are several challenges:

•  Limited Current Revenue Opportunities: Few effective 
routes to market for all sizes of demand side assets

•  Capital Not Released through Existing Markets: 
Upfront capital is difficult to unlock against a volatile 
commodity price 

•  Chicken and Egg: Only a significant penetration of these 
demand actions and assets will have a meaningful impact on 
the system

•  Limited Focus or Price Point: The value of demand  
side actions and assets are not appropriately prioritised  
or rewarded

Power Up Customers & Spread the Joy
Demand actions and assets are very unequally rewarded, and demand side 
assets and actions have been short-changed. Despite some changes in 2020, 
value and resources in 2019 flowing to demand actions from the Capacity 
Market and the Balancing Mechanism amounted to less than 10%. 

For too long we have been 
looking at the system from 
one end of the supply chain 
rather than recognising that 
physics tells us that demand 

is of equal importance to 
supply.

While the sector has come a 
long way, the current system 

design is still primarily shaped 
around “What can you do for 
us” rather than “What do you 

need from us”. 

Capacity 
Market: 
£3.85bn

Balancing & 
System Costs: 

£1.94bn

CfDs: 
£600m

Supply Assets Demand Assets & 
Actions

Network 
Reinforcement: 

£2bn

Capacity  
Market:

5.6% storage/ 
2.35% DSR

Balancing:
0.29% DSR

Avoided Cost of Peak Energy

Networks:
limited & tactical

Energy 
Efficiency

Customer  
Assets



Fundamentally, energy in its centralised form has always started from the 
wrong end of the “pipe”, starting with security of supply rather than sizing the 
system around optimising and making demand most efficient.

This absolutely does not mean that there needs to be any threat to lights 
going out or heat not delivered when needed, but does provide what most other 
sectors have undertaken – a process re-engineer around demand not supply. 

The significant opportunity is to power up the demand side, not least 
through consumers’ assets and actions. This section aims to indicate how  
best this can be achieved and builds on the new metrics in From Silos to Whole 
System.

Optimising Demand is at the heart of  
Net Zero ambitions
Optimised demand is at the heart of the economy wide Net Zero ambition – to 
achieve more from less – hopefully coupled with an enhanced service at less cost. 

To optimise demand in a decarbonised system requires strong focus on how 
consumers can more efficiently use energy at the lowest cost with the greatest 
contribution to the system. At the customer end it requires optimising their overall 
need for energy and reducing their “call” on the energy system. Fundamentally the 
incentives throughout the system are driven by more is more not less is more as 
all revenues are derived through quantity not quality of outcome.

REWARD CUSTOMERS
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Incentives lie in selling as much 
commodity as possible, with 

no rewards for optimising 
demand or driving efficiency. 
The market design needs to 

move from a commodity “play” 
to services where optimisation 

is rewarded – See From 
Commodities to Services



Data, Food, Transport & Health: Examples 
of working to shape their systems through 
the actions and assets of their customers

Most other sectors “optimise” demand and shape their business models 
considering their customers’ capabilities, using customers’ assets and actions to 
drive cost out and efficiencies up throughout the supply chain.
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From Mainframe to PC
Data provision has moved from a central 

mainframe system to one designed around the 
storage capacity of the PC and consumer facing 

Cloud services, drawing on national and local 
services to meet and provide additional services 

against “optimised demand”

Customer-centric Food
Customers have wide choice blending supermarkets 

with specialist providers, local markets and eating 
out. Crucially fridges are integral to the food 

system. Without fridges in homes, supermarkets 
would need to be three times the size – fridges are 

energy’s equivalent of distributed “storage”

Transport for London
Is a regulator that provides wide choice 
to travellers, with varied and blended 
options competing convenience, price 

and capacity

What is Optimised Demand?

Health Care
The hierarchy of provision provides for self-help 
from the chemist moving through to GPs with 

optionality to go to A&E in extremis. This design 
aims to serve at the most localised level first

Regulator Role
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There are of course differences between energy and other sectors but the 
key learnings from these sectors in designing and sizing service around demand 
include:
•  Customer First Hierarchy: The design is shaped around a demand led 

hierarchy 
•  Optimise the Customer: Customer actions, assets and services key to 

designing the supply chain
•  Choice in the hands of the Customer: Differential choice and blended 

options create real competition and improve standards

Recommendation 1: Optimise 
Demand First
The system needs up-ending, starting with customers.

Customers of all types should be able to reduce their consumption,  
access decarbonisation assets, perform new actions and be appropriately 
rewarded for optimising the system. This requires a change in how energy is  
sold and is enabled by access to tools and assets. Markets, regulation and policy 
need to be reorientated towards demand actions, open up the opportunities 
of new technologies to automate their assets and actions such as “Prices to 
Devices”1 and access new products and services tailored to a wide range of 
consumer preferences.

While change will be evolutionary it is important that the destination of an 
optimal and customer-centric decarbonisation system is articulated.

There are four key design features that need “turning on their head”.

•  Designed around Optimised Demand not Supply
•  Demand has REAL value and should be rewarded
•  Shaped around a new competition between Supply and Demand
•  Equitable access to demand assets and actions

Recommendation 2: Supply and Demand 
are Equal
Demand needs to become a much greater focus for regulation, markets and 
policy as an equal component of the energy system to supply. This is a true 
representation of whole systems thinking and costing.

This is not to say that demand assets and actions are similar in scale to 
generation needs. However, demand is of growing importance and needs to 
be considered as the key “competitor” to generation going forward. ReCosting 
Energy’s new metrics illustrate that all mechanisms and markets can measure 
the value of demand actions and assets equally to supply options and provide 
the opportunity to create equality for support mechanisms, markets and sector 
choices. See Fully Costed: From Silos to Whole System2.

EASY
To reorientate policy is not 

difficult, but the embedding 
of this outcome will take time. 

There might be legislative 
hurdles that preclude the 
implementation of a fully 

Demand First market design 
that need to be addressed

ReDesigning Regulation 
Recommendations
Re-engineer the market 
design: The sector should 
undertake business process  
re-engineering (BPR) to reshape 
the market design starting  
with the consumer, redesigning 
the relationships within the  
supply chain reflecting the  
new value opportunities of  
the new system.
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The New Competitive Pressure: Supply v Demand

With demand being equal to supply, a new competitive pressure emerges that 
unlocks so much more value and opportunity. Optimised Supply, the delivery of 
“processed” energy, needs to compete with Optimised Demand both driving for 
greater efficiency and productivity through new products, services, technology 
and business models.

This addresses a crucial problem with the current system which is currently 
shaped around a linear pass-through system that creates virtually no supply 
chain pressures and leaves most of the cost and risk with the consumers. 
ReDesigning Regulation3 highlighted this core issue that is inhibiting better price 
discovery and a more efficient system.

Competitive 
forces Functions

Competition

Optimised 
Demand

Optimised 
Supply

Supply 
Optimisation
On Demand 

Service

Demand 
optimisation
Commodity 

PLUS  
Demand 

Optimisation 
Services and 

Products

Optimised 
Demand 

competing 
with 

Optimised 
Supply

Vanilla 
Commodity
Commodity 

as generated
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Fully Value Demand
With demand and supply being equal, all support schemes, regulatory measures, 
markets and policy action need to compare and compete demand side actions 
and assets with supply assets. 

Recommendation 3: Equal Access to all 
Support Mechanisms and Markets
With demand being of equal value to supply, it should receive equal access to 
markets, support, focus of regulation and policy attention. 

HM Treasury Report on Net Zero makes the point that access to capital is the 
most significant barrier: “Liquidity constraints occur where people are willing to 
make an investment that is cost saving but do not have access to the capital to 
pay for it. If they could borrow money to fund the investment, they would do so. 
This may be an issue throughout the transition due to the large amount of new 
capital investment required, for both households and businesses.”5

We therefore have to open up the markets available to generation assets to 
demand side assets, not least for consumers and SMEs.

750,000 V2G EVs optimised at 
times of peak dispatch, would 
represent 15GWh of storage 

that could displace the capacity 
of 4 CCGT plants.

EASY AND DIFFICULT 
To focus policy to regard demand as equal to supply is not so 
difficult but the implications of this will have more significant 

change for market design, regulatory frameworks and 
implementation.

FAIR ACCESS FOR CONSUMERS
We must recognise that for a 

householder or SME to be able 
to invest in a decarbonisation 
asset is as large an “ask” as 
for a large investor to build 
a windfarm. These financial 
barriers need to be treated 

equally.

LIMITED SUPPLY-CHAIN 
PRESSURES
One of the key components of 
competition – that of supply-chain 
pressure – is almost non-existent. 
The barriers to competitive 
behaviour include the levels of 
uncontested pass-through costs and 
restrictive licences that frequently 
preclude significant differentiations 
in price, service or corporate 
behaviour.

Each part of the supply chain has 
been priced as if it was a standalone 
asset or service rather than part of 
a dynamic and integrated supply 
chain – or system. A normally 
functioning supply chain would 
drive efficiencies, cost reductions 
and service enhancements between 
vertical functions, not just within the 
currently horizontally siloed parts of 
the system.

FEW IF ANY VERTICAL SUPPLY-CHAIN PRESSURES

Limited 
added 
value 

or price 
tensions

Market 
power

Energy 
assets

System 
operators

Distribution

Suppliers

Consumers

Underwritten or 
priced in relation 

to fossil fuels

Funded by 
government

Regulated price
and service

Price and 
service taker 

hedging power

Price and 
service taker

The commodity 
market delivering 

limited price 
differentials
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Broadening and Miniaturising the Capacity Market:
The Capacity Market needs to be mandated to regard demand equal to  
supply and compare the full capacity value of both. While its mandate is 
“capacity”, today it only supports increasing supply not increasing capacity 
through permanently reducing demand (energy efficiency), or more  
effectively shaping peak, delivering inter-seasonal capacity peaks, optimising 
generation or increasing network utilisation. It has no remit to even consider 
promoting flexibility. 

In addition, the Capacity Market has no responsibility to consider the whole 
system costs of its actions that should guide its cost-effectiveness calculations. 

The Capacity Market needs to change to unlock the new value of demand 
and take very careful consideration of whole system costs.

Miniaturising the Contract for Difference:
Currently focused on generation assets, CfDs could be shaped to include 
demand and flexibility assets. Offering CfDs to small, distributed and behind the 
meter assets would unlock, through retailer counterparties, much greater access 
to local storage, self-supply (PV deployment) and DSR assets (such as EVs).  

BEIS’s recent consultation on co-locating storage with CfD projects is 
a welcome start, yet further progress in this area is required. See more in 
Unlocking Investment: From Subsidies to the Market.

Balancing and Ancillary Markets:
The ESO should prioritise demand. As the system becomes more digitalised 
the ability for the ESO to draw on demand actions should increase and we 
recommend that an ongoing “shadow” system is created to start measuring 
the reliability of different demand actions to provide confidence in demand side 
actions’ reliability and predictability.

Distribution Network Markets:
There are a multitude of emerging 
markets developed by DNOs that are 
bringing on flexibility but, as shown, 
far too many of them are accessing 
fossil fuel responses. This is in the main 
because the demand side market is 
not as developed. However there does 
need to be a change in regulation for 
DNOs to access the most optimal 

response in a low carbon world, not always the cheapest option.
DNOs need to adopt a Flexibility Purchase Agreement regime that creates a 

standardised mechanism by which demand side actions can be accessed.

QUITE EASY
The Capacity Market is 

changing and is considering 
including EVs in its regime. 
However this change needs 
to go further to include and 

equally compare demand and 
supply options.

MORE COMPLEX
To create a regime that values 

cost reduction to the whole 
system is more complex as it 
requires a value of avoided 
costs but would be a global 
first with the UK pioneering 

this trend.

QUITE EASY
The ESO has robust plans to 

open its markets to all players. 
This needs to go faster and 
requires greater knowledge 

sharing with product 
manufacturers and behaviour 

change experts to calibrate the 
exact reliability and variability 

of customers.

EASY
Simple change to RIIO2 regime 

to change the merit order, 
reduce fossil fuel dependence 

and support a growing demand 
side market.

ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION 
LICENCE: CONDITION 4
Needs to be changed to 

prioritise demand, low carbon 
and flexibility as currently it 

is not Net Zero compliant and 
requires technology neutrality.
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Recommendation 4: Launch Flexibility 
Purchase Agreements
There are limited standardised mechanisms by which flexibility can be bought 
and sold. Currently, as outlined in the White Paper, there are far too many 
approaches to buying flexibility and most of them are quite inaccessible and 
designed around the needs of the procurer rather than open and demand led. 
This diverse and in some instances messy approach has reduced liquidity in 
flexibility marketplaces and creates barriers to new and innovative means to 
providing flexibility. 

Flexibility Purchase Agreements could be developed with similar principles 
to Power Purchase Agreements and would be able to be accessible by a much 
wider range of actors. From research with many of the providers and advisors 
in the PPA market, developing a Flexibility Purchase Agreement would be 
reasonably simple – but requires Government and Regulatory leadership. 

The sellers and purchasers of these Flexibility Purchase Agreements would 
range from suppliers who have active customers; DNOs who are looking for 
flexibility; the ESO for maintaining system stability; and generators to optimise 
the value of their production. 

See more in From Commodities to Services.

Recommendation 5: Unlock Wide 
Deployment of Energy Efficiency

Energy efficiency has always been 
seen as a crucial player but has not 
been equated with the costs of supply 
before. It has also been regarded as 
a social issue and not valued as an 
intrinsic tool in the energy sector. With 
the new metrics developed in Episode 
Two, we recommend that it should 
be a priority for funding through 

Contracts for Difference (the difference between the whole system cost and the 
cost of the efficiency measure), and through the Capacity Market. 

The value of permanently reducing the need for energy has an impact 
beyond demand side response – it changes the shape of our energy needs, not 
just in time but in overall timescales. 

Deep energy efficiency is estimated to reduce consumption by 25% by 2035 
– the equivalent of the annual output of 6 Hinkley Point Cs6. Recent figures 
estimate that investment in energy efficient heating, insulation, lighting, controls 
and appliances could deliver a £7.5 billion net benefit to the UK economy.7

There are increasing technologies and system designs that are now able to 
calibrate the value of energy efficiency designed around services and product 
led propositions. See From Commodities to Services.

EASY
This is not for Government to 
develop but to urge the sector 
to develop these products in a 
standardised manner to drive 
greater liquidity and uptake of 
flexibility options. Changes in 

regulation would also stimulate 
the need for these new 

arrangements.

The largest impact on energy 
efficiency over the last 15 

years has been the improved 
energy efficiency of in-home 

products and appliances, 
nothing to do with the energy 

sector itself.

QUITE EASY
There are new metrics and 

measurement tools calibrating 
the value of energy efficiency 

such as developed by 
EnergyPro. However, to date 
savings have only measured 

the savings of the cost of 
the commodity and not fully 

valued the whole system 
savings.



1 Deep Digitalisation: ReCosting Energy 
page 51
2 ReCosting Energy page 37
3 http://www.challenging-ideas.com/wp-
content/uploads/2018/12/ReDESIGNING_
REGULATION-final-report.pdf page 10
4 ReCosting Energy Fully Costed: From Silos 
to Whole Systems – page 40
5 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/945266/Net_Zero_
Review_interim_report.pdf – page 87
6 https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/
cm201719/cmselect/cmbeis/1730/1730.pdf
7 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/pii/S030142151830421X and https://
ukerc.ac.uk/news/unlocking-britains-first-fuel/

For the Many not the Few
The exciting opportunity is to deliver 
a system that is not controlled 
by the few but unlocks greater 
contribution and control by the 
many. In theory every household, 
every car owner, every business  
has the potential to “participate”  
in optimising the energy system. 
While feeling quite far-fetched  
today, most other sectors use 
the power and actions of their 
consumers to manage their systems’ 
capacity and needs.

With the full value of demand 
actions fairly rewarded, access, 
affordability and desirability of 
assets and actions can be unlocked 
to benefit homeowners, SMEs and 
larger energy consumers. Through 
aggregators and innovative retailers 
much of the value to consumers 
will be unlocked through working 
the demand value on behalf of the 
consumer. The cumulative value of 
the energy demand market should 
allow for car companies, white goods 

suppliers and home management 
companies to provide reduced 
product prices to consumers, 
discounting the product value 
against the energy system value. 

However, there does need to 
be some significant changes to 
the retail market to enable more 
service driven propositions offered 
to consumers, including longer term 
financial service products for EVs, 
PVs and behind the meter assets. 
See From Commodities to Services.

REWARD CUSTOMERS

Conclusion: Refocusing Money, Policy  
and Regulation
To maximise and optimise the system, while also spreading the benefits of the 
transition, we need to treat demand equal to supply and facilitate access to 
the assets and services that can truly provide a win-win to consumers and the 
system. Markets and mechanisms must judge the whole system cost and value 
and regard demand as an active and highly desirable tool.

We have the existing support mechanisms and markets – it is just that they 
have to be equally available to demand actions and assets. The biggest blocker 
to access to demand assets is however the retail sector and its constraints 
through being focused on a commodity not a service.

Through opening up demand side action more aggressively, the real 
competitive market – between demand and supply – can have real impacts on 
cost and efficiency. Without recognising this new competitive tension, we will 
never move from a linear, inefficient and old-fashioned system.
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FROM COMMODITIES  
TO SERVICES

AMBITION: Move from commodities 
traded to services throughout 
the energy system unlocking 
decarbonisation assets and actions 
for everyone, providing optimisation 
services and delivering customers with 
simpler and predicable “purchases”. 
Businesses would absorb the 
complexity and risk currently passed  
on to consumers while creating a  
strong supply chain pressure 
throughout the system.

Fully 
Costed 
System

Drive out 
Carbon

Reward 
Customers’ 
Actions & 

Assets

Reduce 
Whole 
System 
Costs

Maximise  
Utility of all 
Capacity on  
the system

Unlock 
the Capital 
throughout 
the system

Recommendations
•  Opening Up to Consumer Services: Ofgem needs to accelerate, 

deepen and broaden its review of the current retail licence model and 
promote the development of services. 

•  Consumer Protection Assessment: Drawing on learnings from 
other sectors, Ofgem needs to develop appropriate consumer 
protection measures addressing longer term product and financial 
service based contracts.  

•  Promote New Service Agreements: Policy and regulation to 
promote the development of a new suite of services across the  
supply chain from consumers through to generation.
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UNLOCKING ASSETS  
& VALUE



FROM COMMODITIES TO SERVICES
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“25 years from now, the bulk of 
the energy you use to heat your 
home and run your appliances, 

power your business, drive 
your vehicle, and operate every 
part of the global economy will 

be nearly free.”
Jeremy Rifkind, The Zero  

Marginal Cost Society

Why Services and not Commodities?

The current market rewards quantity not quality with all incentives 
based around the amount of commodity sold to consumers.  
It places limited incentives for doing more with less, with few 
rewards for “adding value” and “processing” energy. The focus on an 

incomprehensible kWh inhibits energy suppliers from investing in customers, 
or unlocking important decarbonisation assets and creates precarious business 
models. The intensive focus on switching aims to deal with the symptom of the 
current regime is not a sustainable approach to really introducing effective and 
meaningful competition. 

This project believes that moving from a commodity “sell and buy” to 
a service-based system is crucial for the new decarbonised system. Selling 
a commodity is a very old fashioned model that is becoming less and less 
prevalent across other consumer-facing sectors. 

Decarbonisation Demands a New  
Business Model
ReCosting Energy’s underlying premise is that we are moving from a commodity 
costed system to a capital costed system and this requires a change in business 
models throughout the system.

Commodity selling is no longer delivering value to the customers, will never 
facilitate fair access to the new products and assets consumers need, creates 
increased risk to investors and does not serve retailers whose business models 
are becoming more and more precarious.

The current commodity market is not reflecting the full system “cost”, which 
is moving from the commodity, to the cost of capital and system management. 
The “value” is increasingly being created through the management and 
optimisation of the demand profile, efficient system operation, capacity 
utilisation, time, location and weather, not the production of the commodity.

It is very likely that the value of the commodity will mirror the cost journey of 
data, from valuable to ubiquitous. Action is needed to pre-empt the reduction 
in the cost of electrons otherwise the overall market and its investability will be 
significantly reduced. 

Services Drive Out Cost and  
Optimise Systems
Services on the whole are driven by optimising the cost and utilisation of the 
service and this is not a consumption model. Through longer term contractual 
arrangements, and risk being owned by the service provider, costs throughout 
the supply chain can be more efficiently driven out. The margins will be 
made through actually delivering less for equal service experience, it will 
drive investment in technology, system redesign, innovation and optimisation 
throughout as the core financial incentive will be less, not more. 

This is not to say that there isn’t a need for a just-in-time market to provide 
price discovery for managing peaks and troughs. However the current 
commodity markets have little reference to the real costs of the system.

Servicing, processing, 
delivering, optimising and 
utilisation of capital assets 

are all better managed around 
a Service Economy rather 
than a commodity market.

THE DATA JOURNEY
In 1967 1 Megabyte cost  

$1 million to send, whereas today 
the estimated cost of sending a 

1Megabyte file is $0.001.



Delighting Consumers and Shielding them 
from Volatility and Complexity
Services should incentivise the service provider to support customers to 
optimise their utilisation of energy while allowing the consumer to be  
distanced from the volatility of the commodity and the growing complexity  
of the new system.

There are great models in other sectors driven by service, subscription and 
asset-based propositions that take the optimisation responsibility away from the 
consumer and manage the risks and costs within the businesses themselves. In 
addition their added value delivers new and innovative services and products to 
delight their customers, adding value and satisfaction. 

Fair Access to Decarbonisation Assets, Demand Actions  
and their Rewards 
A move to a service economy is not just a nice to have but an essential 
component of ensuring that we democratise the benefits of the system. We 
need business models that allow wide access to the equipment, assets and 
actions required to ensure that we don’t have a two tiered energy system – the 
EV/PV owner benefiting from accessing markets and those without, picking up 
the full system costs. 

From a customer perspective a fixed service contract with products 
embedded in the service agreement would provide much greater access to the 
decarbonisation assets so needed across the population.  

Less is Certainly More
Businesses would not be rewarded for the amount of energy but the utility 
of the energy in line with the customers’ needs and expectations. Therefore 
the service model would drive the businesses to manage their consumers’ 
consumption, offering exciting new methods of demand shifting, helping shape 
their demand to reduce the need for energy. In addition service contracts can 
be designed around energy-efficiency measures unlocking the longer term 
benefits of reduced consumption. 

Internalising Volatility, Complexity and Risk
Through service packages retailers will need to take on the complexities of the 
system managing their customers consumption rather than turning customers 
into electricity or heating engineers.

Service and subscriptions models would further drive the supply chain 
pressures to optimise all that it does, to reduce their costs. This is in big contrast 
to today where costs are just passed on to the consumer – socialising the costs 
rather than managing the risk themselves. 

Through services it will be possible to distance customers from the volatility 
of the commodity and move to energy becoming a component of other 
products rather than a purchase in its own right, potentially changing the 
business model from a consumer product to a business to business service.  
See From Risk Socialised to Risk Owned.

FROM COMMODITIES TO SERVICES
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Service packages have 
emerged in the mobile sector 
and moved away from selling 

minutes and texts to packages 
with capital assets embedded 

into their propositions.

Policy and Regulation should 
spend as much time developing 

new frameworks for really 
“delightful” services that 
deliver fair access to the 

system of the future as they  
do trying to address the 

switching regime.

CONSUMER PROTECTION
This is not to say that service models do not have their 
own set of challenges not least enforcing contractual 

obligations and different consumer detriment. However 
while these risks are different from the challenges of 

today they are not more complex than the current set of 
arrangements in other consumer facing sectors.



Retailers Becoming Product Providers & 
Demand Optimisers 
Retailers should be able to share the benefit from their customers’ demand 
value to the overall system.

Being able to blend the commodity with services will, and should, build 
stronger business models, more tailoring to varying customer needs, and unlock 
the capital required for customers to optimise their consumption. Retailers 
would be able to diversify their offers and through the access to “miniaturised” 
support mechanisms, that will derisk investment in customer assets, assist with 
the overall system optimisation. See From Supply to Demand.

Services rather than a commodity proposition must also open up the market 
to a much greater diversity of providers creating new competition for traditional 
suppliers of energy and deliver a much greater diversity and innovation in 
consumer-facing businesses.

How A Service-Based System Could Work 
For Customers
This model is based on the mobile phone model. It includes the access to 
support mechanisms (see From Supply to Demand), and shows that there are 
several different revenue streams available to reduce the upfront costs of the 
asset. In addition, an automated service to optimise the energy system, and 
access the cheapest energy has wider efficiency benefits for the whole system.
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An EV Service Agreement – A Model based on 
Mobile Phones

Leasing 
Contract

Agrees to  
optimise charging

Car Plus x Miles 
per Week

Reduced 
price for 

car

Very 
cheap 
miles

Adding Capacity at Peak
Micro Capacity Market Payment 

reducing the cost

Contributing to reducing local 
constraints or national balancing

Flexibility Purchase Agreement 
or Traded DSR

Reducing Peaks & Capturing 
Demand Troughs

Leasing company incentivised to 
buy energy at very lowest price

Reduces overall 
system costs

Positive impact on 
available capacity, 
local constraints, 
balancing, peaks 
and curtailment 

from an asset 
already purchased 
for a non-energy 

purpose

Car Leasing 
Companies

• Customers offered a leasing 
arrangement for a car with a 
service agreement including x 
miles per week, similar to a mobile 
phone contract.

• The leasing company optimises 
the charging of the car through 
automated services reducing the 

cost of the energy.
• The leasing company is able to 

reduce the capital costs through 
accessing the Capacity Market. 

• The leasing company is also 
able to sell a flexibility purchase 
agreement to key players, 
providing greater certainty to 

those exposed to imbalance risks.
• Delivering the customer a cheaper 

cost for the asset, lower running 
costs and reduced volatility. 
The system benefits from the 
increased capacity and flexibility 
resources that assist all within the 
system to reduce costs.

FROM COMMODITIES TO SERVICES
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The Customer Journey

The Customer Needs
For customers to play their role  
and add value to the energy system 
they require innovative propositions, 
tailored to their lifestyles and  
needs but also products that unlock 
their value. These range from EVs, 
PV, smart controls, smart white 
goods and, the most important, 
energy-efficiency measures. 
However, the barriers to mass 
deployment and access to these 
assets is the capital cost.

Customer Choice
The customer is offered a wide 
range of products and services 
through service contracts that 
allows for the capital asset value to 
be amortised across a longer period 
of time, with the energy embedded 
into the agreement. This would be 
accompanied with a service level 
agreement allowing consumers to 
decide on their service levels and the 
level of control in relation to energy 
use. Assets would be much more 
widely accessible while the retailer 
would be incentivised to reduce 

overall energy costs, and reward 
consumers for flexibility.

The Retailer
A wide range of propositions would 
be provided to customers and the 
retailer would be able to manage the 
asset, its installation and its energy 
consumption. The retailer would 
be incentivised to use the assets 
most efficiently, managing peak and 
accessing the best prices. In addition, 
through the new market mechanisms 
they would be able to receive a small 
but useful Capacity or Contract 
for Difference payment if the asset 
was either a generator, delivered 
flexibility or reduced overall demand 
needs. In addition, the retailer could 
sell its customers assets capabilities 
through a Flexibility Purchase Market 
and play in the Balancing Market. 
[See Recommendation 2 from 
Reward Customers: from Supply to 
Demand.]

Prices to Devices
By “energy enabling” all energy 
consuming products, device retailers 

could enable products to play in the 
DSR and balancing markets directly 
without intermediaries. See Deep 
Digitalisation.

Retailer Relationships  
with Networks
Through longer term relationships 
and obligations, retailers will be able 
to build up contractual and stable 
revenues built off their customers 
to provide new services to enhance 
capacity on networks sharing in the 
value of optimising network utility. 
These can be unlocked by Flexibility 
Purchase Agreements and just-in-time 
markets for demand-side response. 

Regulation
This requires a streamlining of the 
energy licence agreements and 
greater flexibility about how and 
what customers can purchase. 
There will be a much deeper 
conflation between other regulatory 
models and non-energy consumer 
protection laws, not least product 
protection, financial services and 
long-term contractual relationships. 
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Networks Moving from Distribution to 
Capacity Services 

While networks are taking  
significant measures to migrate  
from distribution to managing 
capacity through the proposed  
DSO model, more progress is 
needed and regulation needs to 
focus on capacity services pushing 
risk and rewards towards doing 
more with less.

Sharing factors on capacity 
utilisation need to be increased, 
balanced with greater pressure 

on doing more with less, promoting new business models such as distributed 
storage and promoting smarter system management.

In addition, the recommendations that demand must top the merit order 
for networks will drive greater value towards innovative retailers and benefit 
consumers. See From Fossil to Low Carbon.

Network Services
New service agreements should be investigated around capacity blocks and 
locational pricing regimes. This again is similar to the sale and access to data 
where ceiling blocks of data are procured and provide much better optimisation 
and ability to plan.

The core service is a capacity service that can be enhanced by networks 
purchasing “flexibility” from retailers in areas of constraint with location  
pricing as the reference price. This would help with the growing distributional 
concerns between those with high capacity needs and those with much less 
capacity requirements.

Buying capacity ceilings would further incentivise retailers to optimise their 
customers’ demand so as not to have to move from one capacity block to a more 
expensive one, all having a downward pressure on the cost for the whole system.

The rub here would be much more reduced incentives to build more 
infrastructure driving better system management, markets to optimise the utility 
of the networks and expose them to the competition from new entrant networks.

A derivative of this has been developed by North West Electricity in providing 
a low voltage service at a significantly reduced price for low energy users. 
These forms of differential services will become more and more desirable and 
necessary with clear regulation underpinning essential service obligations.

In Spain, customers are 
offered “shared storage” 
services for excess solar, 
to draw on when needed. 

This offers significant cost 
reductions for access to 

storage and delivers technical 
and cost advantages 

• Cost of storage less than 
peak prices

• No upfront costs to 
consumers

• Lower grid system losses 
and less battery degradation

• Lower total battery required 
due to aggregation

• 30% less whole system 
investment

• Provides additional services 
to the system

FROM COMMODITIES TO SERVICES
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For Generators
Currently generators have few incentives to add value to their commodity and 
with curtailment payments the rewards sit in all the wrong places. However 
generators could add value through delivering longer term “fully-balanced” 
energy contracts.

The Commodity is Important but …
By squeezing renewables into a fossil fuel paradigm we are trying to get 
intermittent generation to behave as if they were ramp it up assets and we  
are costing every electron as if they were equal. In addition, there is no reason 
why consumers should have to “play” the international commodity markets 
when their energy is coming from a fixed asset totally unrelated to a global 
commodity market. 

Utility is the Service, the Commodity is the Feedstock
There are two different outcomes that need to be distinguished and 
differentiated. The commodity as generated any time day or night, and an 
energy service that delivers energy at the time of demand. One is a commodity 
market and the second an energy service.

These two outcomes have different types of customers:

•  Vanilla Commodity: The commodity is of interest to those that have the 
ability and access to demand actions and assets, storage assets and can “add 
value” to the commodity by shaping its deployment in line with demand. 

•  The On-Demand Service: This is of interest to those that want the 
generator or an energy “processor” to manage the intermittency of the 
commodity and provide a service shaped to the customers’ needs. This 
passes the risk but also the rewards to those that add value to their own 
commodity. It also opens up revenue to deliver inter-seasonal storage and 
services that are so lacking in the system.

For those large “purchasers” of energy it is likely that they might want  
to purchase a combination of commodity and a top-up security of an  
“on-demand” service.

For generators and storage owners this allows for them to add value to the 
diminishing value of the commodity, building more sophisticated and added value 
business models. It will also allow for greater investment in the “processing” of 
energy through storage, and more sophisticated demand predictions.

In addition it opens up the retail market to new purchasers who do not want 
to take the risk of imbalance and the complexities of the energy system design. 
This might in time break down some of the silos that exist in the current system, 
improving efficiencies and driving out cost through less waste of the commodity.

The Importance of the Wholesale Market
This world of services does not exclude the need for markets to calibrate 
demand needs, time, weather and location. In many ways that market will be 
more important with the more dynamic, volatile and unpredictable nature of the 
balance between demand and supply. However the volatility and risk to manage 
this in a service-based model will sit with the companies and not the consumers 
and will probably be a useful reference price mechanism rather than how most 
contract with each other.

FROM COMMODITIES TO SERVICES

FROM MILK TO 
CHEESEMAKER

Milk has a value but is a 
commodity. It needs to be 

pasteurised to be widely sold 
and then even more added 
value can be gained from 

making cheese.
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MODERATELY EASY
Ofgem does have flexibility 

even within the current 
legal framework to vary the 

customer experience but 
should identify any show 

stoppers in legislation that 
might need amending ready 

for the next Energy Bill.

FROM COMMODITIES TO SERVICES

System Benefits of a Service Market
Unlocking the “processing assets” throughout the system
It is not just consumers that require services but the system as a whole. Storage 
is a service and is challenged by having to contort its capital to play in a volatile 
commodity market. Services that reward full seasonal services rather than just 
in minute value also assist with unlocking inter-seasonal storage, and contractual 
obligations between storage services and retailers, generators and the ESO, 
will ensure greater predictability and resilience across the changing nature and 
dynamism of peaks and troughs.

In addition the “softer” assets such as digitalisation, system redesign, and 
optimisation assets are just not unlocked by the just-in-time commodity 
nature of the market, but would be through longer term services with strong 
optimisation incentives and competition to do more with less.

Supporting Security of the System
With strong contractual obligations relating to service contracts the actual 
management of the system, predictability and stability would be increased as 
these important actions would not be dependent on volatile price fluctuations, 
but a contracted service provided when needed. In addition, business models 
that are varied, tailored, specific to customers needs, actually create greater 
system stability with an increase and diversity of actions able to hedge, shift, and 
support the shaping of demand and supply.

Recommendation 1: Championing 
Customer Services 
Ofgem needs to accelerate, deepen and broaden its review of the current retail 
licence model and champion the development of services, working with first 
movers to understand the key elements of consumer benefit, detriment and 
protection needed, not least the essential service obligation. 

While regarded as difficult by Ofgem, these models exist in a wide range of 
other consumer-facing sectors.

Recommendation 2: Consumer  
Protection Regime
Ofgem, drawing on learnings and working with other sectors, can develop 
appropriate consumer protection measures addressing longer term product 
and financial service-based contracts. These consumer protection regimes work 
across many other sectors to greater and lesser effect. However this is not a 
blank sheet of paper in terms of consumer protection.

Recommendation 3: Promote New  
Service Agreements 
Policy and regulation should promote the development of new service 
agreements as an integral part of the future energy landscape, working with 
generators, storage investors and system optimisers to build a range of 
common contractual frameworks and terms and conditions.

Four Potential Service Models 
Building on the key components of a new system recommended in this report: 
Optimisation of the 5 Cs at its heart and Optimised Demand competing with 
Optimised Supply, new service agreements could be developed such as:
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•  Customer Optimisation Services: Retailers optimise their customers’ 
demand through assets, technology and automated actions, enabling 
customers to get more from less and sharing the system services rewards 
with their customers

•  Flexibility Purchase Agreements: Retailers sell their customers flexibility 
capabilities to DNOs, the ESO and directly to generators. This can be done on a 
options basis with a draw down additional payment. See From Supply to Demand

•  Capacity Services: Networks maximising capacity providing incentives to 
both the supply and demand side to maximise the utility of their networks at 
best cost, with service differentiated according to need. 

•  On Demand Services: A fully blended energy service meeting demand and 
taking responsibility to match their production to demand, rewarded for a 
fully balanced and managed energy service

•  Commodity Provision: A basic low cost “as generated” commodity with 
no added value but accessible and desirable to those that have optimised 
demand effectively to manage demand and supply misalignments.

These service agreements proposals have been shared with existing Power 
Purchase Agreement consultants and the development of these types of service 
agreements are feasible, practical and desirable.

Conclusion 
The changing nature of the system from an opex to a capex system requires a 
new form of contractual relationship to unlock the capital, utilise that capital 
most efficiently and allocate value to longer term investments and reliable 
actions that the commodity-based value cannot effectively release. There is 
significant value sitting within the services model that can be realised through 
optimisation that cannot be monetised through just the commodity market.

At the heart of reform is the retail market that must be first mover in 
changing its business model, otherwise there will be significant barriers to fair 
access to assets and actions that currently are only available to the rich.



FROM SPREADING RISK TO 
OWNING RISK

AMBITION: To optimise the 
system, risk needs to be allocated 
to the businesses that create it 
and are best able to manage it. In 
addition, competition in efficient risk 
management will have significant 
value by building more sophisticated 
and resilient businesses, reducing 
costs to the system and ultimately 
the consumer.

Fully 
Costed 
System

Drive out 
Carbon

Reward 
Customers’ 
Actions & 

Assets

Reduce 
Whole 
System 
Costs

Maximise  
Utility of all 
Capacity on  
the system

Unlock 
the Capital 
throughout 
the system

Recommendations: From Risk Socialised to 
Risk Owned
1  Review system management responsibilities: The ESO should be 

balancer of last resort and while it will need to perform crucial functions, 
as much of the risks need to sit with or be charged to the risk creators. 

2  Imbalance Penalties Increased: Suppliers who consistently call on 
centralised service need to pay the fully loaded cost of that service.

3  Review Capping and Smearing of Real Costs: Real costs must 
shine through to enable value to be captured and total system costs 
reduced. The smearing of the cost of failure should be reviewed and 
managed through insurance products.

4  Employ more Insurance-based Products: The energy sector  
is almost uniquely devoid of insurance products to manage and  
assess risk.
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STOP PASSING  
THE PARCEL



Risk is transferred through costs, smearing of the cost of risk or the 
socialisation of the cost of failure.

With new technologies getting cheaper we should now expect the actors 
within the system to manage their own risk – and at the same time build 
themselves more robust business models with wider opportunity for revenues 
through cost-effective risk management.

The current practice of socialising the risk is also not rewarding those 
businesses who do manage their risk efficiently, effectively a race to the bottom.

FROM SPREADING RISK TO OWNING RISK
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The Socialisation of Risk

To date far too much risk is “socialised” and passed on to consumers. 
Risk “pass through” has been allowed, and even pandered to, 
throughout the system to “make it work”. There are limited sanctions 
for risk creation and few incentives to manage risk effectively within 

the supply chain.
Of course, consumers face unmanageable risks in other sectors but in energy 

the design of the market creates more risk – and cost for energy consumers. 
Consider the list of risks that the consumer has to “manage” without the tools, 
visibility or agency to mitigate.

The energy sector is almost unique 
in passing on all risks to customers 
with very little risk self-managed, 
and limited penalties for passing risk 
from part of the system to another. 
In other sectors more of risk is 
absorbed, driven out, mitigated for 
by companies through supply chain 
pressures, service and contractual 
relationships, product differentiation 
and appropriate “ownership” of risk.   

To compound these risks the 
customer has almost no way of 
mitigating these risks. Just consider 
the risks that they face:

• Commodity: As the commodity 
is still linked to global fossil fuels 
whether Iran and the US go to 
war is a risk consumers face

• Weather: What time of day 
energy is available

• Stability of the System: The 
small but important costs of the 
system stability is not borne by 
the companies that create it but 
passed on to consumers

• Misleading Comparison Sites: 
Some switching sites are neither 
transparent nor reflective of the 
price ultimately experienced by 
the customer.

• Supplier Competency: If their 
supplier is a good or bad hedger

• Supplier Failure: All consumers 
end up paying for business failure

• Quality Control: With little 
transparency on whether their 
energy really is green or not

• Limited Options to reduce 
costs: Limited products or 
services that allow for mitigation 
of these costs

• Smeared Cost Allocation: 
And then all these costs are not 
allocated to those customers who 
created the problem but smeared 
across all consumers

The Customer is the Victim at the end of the line 

If not addressed soon consumers will be rightly angry at the rising costs that  
should sit within the businesses, not picked up by consumers
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Risks facing us today will 
look like a walk in the park in 

comparison to the multitude of 
players, actions, interactions 

and potential risk.

The Risks of Tomorrow
The system is moving from 400 key players to over 50 million actions and assets 
engaging with each other in an automated manner, totally transforming the 
complexity, diversity and quantity of risk sitting throughout the system.

While seen as a marginal issue today, risk management will very shortly become 
much more important and allocation of where the risk lies needs to be addressed 
in anticipation of the growing complexity and interaction of the new system.

Reallocate Risk & Reward
All market players should own as much of their system risk as possible and 
benefit from managing these risks, but they should also be penalised for 
“socialising” the risk.

Risk ownership and risk management are key to driving out costs, improving 
productivity and reducing reliance on centralised mechanisms to pick up the 
pieces. This is also particularly crucial as the system becomes more complex 
and decentralised and where risk will lie throughout a much more webbed set 
of actors. Regulation will find it almost impossible to unpick the risk creator or 
develop the mitigation measures if it is expected to arbitrate between parties 
and the consumer.

We need to create the right incentives, and penalties for those that call on 
socialised services to drive efficiency throughout the supply chain, breaking 
down the artificial barriers between each “risk” silo in the system.

Ofgem the Risk Regulator
In ReDesigning Regulation1, we proposed that Ofgem start to change its 
approach from a “process” regulator to a “risk” regulator. This will become more 
and more important as the proliferation of actors, actions and interactions will 
demand the regulator to focus on risk and outcome because regulating as they 
do today will become impossible. 

Using insurance, assurance and perimeter regulation will assist with risk 
management and shape a more agile regulatory model.

The existing ‘one size fits all’ 
approach to regulating food 
businesses is ill-suited to the 
incredibly diverse nature of  
the industry. In recent years  
we have witnessed large numbers 
of new players enter the global 
food and food-safety landscape; 
for example, online retailers,  
food-delivery services, private 

auditors, and independent food-
safety certification schemes.  
These and many other 
developments have reduced 
risks, created different risks, and 
increased risks. But the current 
regulatory approach doesn’t allow 
us easily to focus our effort on 
changing risks. It’s clunky, rather 
than flexible and agile.

The Food Standards Agency’s rationale 
for regulatory reform



Perimeter regulation
Energy regulation is facing one of the most important periods since 
privatisation, with the opportunity to reshape regulation from being ‘of’ the 
sector to being ‘for’ the consumer.

While a more dispersed and dynamic system cannot be regulated through 
process, regulation does have an extremely important role to play – it is just that its 
role needs to move to the perimeter of the system rather than sitting in the middle.
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Flexible 
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SERVICE-BASED  
BUSINESS MODELS

The additional value of 
service-based business models 

is that in general they are 
designed around the business 
managing the risk rather than 
the consumer. While the risk 
might be incorporated into 

the price, the risk mitigation is 
the role of the company where 
risk management will be more 
effective and cost efficiently 

addressed.

Moving towards better risk allocation
The ReCosting Energy project has proposed several solutions that assist and 
allocate risk to the businesses away from the customer.

• Optimised Demand competing with Optimised Supply: By shaping the 
market between these two competing tensions many of the sub risks lying 
hidden in the system can be squeezed out more effectively. The ability to 
manage and mitigate these risks will be greatly supported by deep digitalisation.

• Whole System Costings: A whole system costing methodology will highlight 
where risk is being passed from one part of the supply chain to another.

• Services not Commodities: Good service-based business models in general 
manage risk more effectively than commodity markets. While the cost of the 
risk is integrated into the service agreements, incentives for companies to 
manage the risk is greatly enhanced and best in class risk mitigation will create 
important competitive advantage.  

• Deep Digitalisation: Much better system tools sitting throughout the system 
will enable risk to be managed much more effectively and will spurn new 
businesses and drive innovation.
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SYSTEM STABILITY
While there will be a crucial 
function for system stability 
and security, the ESO is now 
having to take action across 

over 17% of the market where 
in the past it intervened on 

5-7% of the market. Addressing 
this before it becomes 

unmanageable and very costly 
is important.

The ESO needs to be the balancer of last 
resort not the first call
Covid-19 has given us a glimpse into the future volatility between demand and 
supply and illustrates the new paradigm of risk. However, when there are 50 
million assets and actions active on the system the volatility and potential risk 
will increase significantly. 

Suppliers rely on the balancing market to pick up their imbalance risk. This is 
understandable with still limited demand data, and, while there will always be a 
margin of tolerance required, this is becoming a smouldering platform. 

Measures need to start to be put in place to address this over-reliance on a 
socialised cost to the system. In addition, the “security blanket” that the ESO 
provides needs to reflect the fully loaded cost of having a balancer of last resort – 
not just the imbalance cost.

These costs were incurred in 2019 – the costs for 2020 will be significantly 
higher, but 2019 represents a year of “near normal”.

Consolidates Risk within business models
Offer companies greater opportunities to benefit from cost effective risk management

Will stimulate greater innovation and new business models

Internalising Risk: Optimised Demand competing with Optimised Supply

Costs in 2019 for System Services – £1.2bn
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Recommendation 1: Review System 
Management Responsibilities
The default risk manager has become the ESO. There needs to be a distinction 
between stability and security services and picking up the pieces of others’ 
unmanaged risk. 

So, while there are crucial roles for the ESO, system stability actions should 
be, where possible, taken within the supply chain. Those that create risk should 
be subjected to the fully loaded costs of accessing central services. This would 
include the administrative costs of ESO and Elexon and, while not huge, would 
drive businesses to consider new ways of managing their risks. 

Recommendation 2: Increase the 
Suppliers Information Imbalance Charge
To drive greater understanding of the demand curve and to stop sloppy 
suppliers from relying on the ESO to pick up the risk, the Information Imbalance 
Charge should be progressively increased for those that consistently exceed a 
prescribed margin of tolerance.  

This will drive greater consumer insights, more blended procurement of supply 
assets, and new competitive pressures to develop best in class risk management.

The most effective method of managing this risk would be through insurance 
that would be able to calibrate the risk of call on central services, allowing new 
companies to enter the market and become progressively more accurate at 
managing demand and supply with premiums consummate to their dependency 
on the central services.

The important outcomes of this would:
•  Add Value: Drive generation developers to deliver energy on demand 

through blending their generation assets with storage, further unlocking the 
value of blending assets and reducing the risk to suppliers of  
imbalance charges

•  Demand Assets and Actions: Incentivise retailers to unlock more value for 
demand actions and assets thereby delivering new value to their customers

•  More Sophisticated System Management tools: Open up more 
optimisation tools and technologies to manage and mitigate risk

EASY
The mechanisms already 

exists so regulation could start 
slowly placing an increasing 

ratchet payment on actors who 
consistently have to call on the 

ESO services.

CHARGING FOR USE
Charging for the full cost of a 

centralised service is common 
in many other regulated 

sectors, where those that call 
on regulated services pay more 

than those that have little 
“call” on central services.

MODERATELY EASY
The risk that the ESO has 
to manage can be triaged 

to determine where others 
are creating risk that can 

be better managed through 
their business models than 
by central services. In some 

instances, it will be more 
effective for the ESO to 

manage these risks, but the 
risk creator should incur the 

full cost of that service.
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Reallocate Risk & Reward
All market players should own as much of their system risk as possible and

benefit from the rewards. But penalised for “socializing” the risk

££ for Optimised Demand

Penalty for accessing balancing market –
not socialised

££ for “Processed” Energy

Enabled by Data Flow, Optimization Technology & Digitialised Markets

Cost reallocated where possible 
for businesses to manage

MIND THE
VALUE GAP All market players should own as much of their system risk as possible and 

benefit from the rewards. But penalised for ‘socialising’ the risk

££ for Optimised Demand

Reallocate Risk & Reward

Penalty for accessing balancing market 
No Curtailment Payments

££ for ‘Processed’ Energy

Some system services need  
to stay with ESO

Enabled by Data Flow, Optimisation Technology & Digitalised Markets

Penalty for accessing balancing market – 
not socialised
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Recommendation 3: Review Capping 
and Smearing of Costs 
Real costs must shine through to enable value to be captured and whole system 
costs reduced. While it is very understandable that Ofgem have aimed to reduce 
consumer bills through manipulating the real costs, in the medium term these 
caps will not support lower customer bills, but hide and capture value, and 
inhibit investment in the assets required to decarbonise the system. While this is 
a contentious area, Ofgem needs to review where real value is actually being lost 
through capping real time prices and that, in the new world, will actually cause 
whole system detriment and increased costs. 

Supplier of Last Resort
While there are merits to the system as it stands today, the principle behind 
consumers and good businesses picking up the costs of failed businesses is not 
sustainable or fair. In addition, well run businesses feel that the system does not 
incentivise good business management.

While Ofgem are tightening up the market entry requirements, it is possible 
to use insurance to manage business failure risks that these companies pose 
the system. So, while no scheme should preclude new entrants to the market 
or raise any artificial barriers, new entrants could take out insurance as “learner 
drivers” that assesses their risk of failure. 

In addition, this would also create an early warning system for Ofgem 
of which suppliers were at risk as the level of premiums would provide the 
regulator with an agile “at risk” indicator. 

Recommendation 4: Employ More 
Insurance-based Products 
The energy sector is almost uniquely devoid of insurance products to manage 
and assess risk.

Predicting and costing these risks are exactly the skills that sit within the 
insurance sector and in a more complex system could provide useful risk 
dashboards for the regulator. 

Insurance products have many benefits:
•  The Cost Sits with the Risk Creator: The cost of risk sits with the 

businesses through their premiums.
•  Flexible and Adaptive: The calibration of risk can change dynamically and 

doesn’t have to wait for regulatory or legislative change providing a much 
more agile system.

•  Continual Improvement: The premiums drive businesses to continually 
improve to reduce the premiums. 

Examples of where insurance could play a role:
•  Imbalance Risk and Capital Surety: Insurance products could assure 

actors replacing lodged capital. Elexon proposed an insurance scheme  
some year ago but it was never adopted.

•  Business Failure: Businesses could be insured, creating a continual 
improvement incentive.

•  Contractual Insurance: Throughout service-based business  
models insurance plays an important role in costing the risk of  
contractual obligations.
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MODERATELY EASY
Audit the whole system cost 

implications of all capping 
and smearing of costs sitting 

throughout the system.
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Conclusion
Risk is going to proliferate in line with the number of actors and actions sitting 
throughout the system. The current method of socialising and smearing risk 
across all the players eventually coming home to the consumer will be neither 
feasible nor desirable for the system of the future.

Before we get to a wild west with central and socialised “services” 
overwhelmed, it is now time to reallocate risk to where and with whom it lies.

The key to this will be how the regulator decides to change its role and 
functions going forward to manage this significantly increased level of activity 
and players.

1 http://www.challenging-ideas.com/
redesigning-regulation-powering-from-the-
future/ p 19
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FROM SUBSIDIES TO THE MARKET

AMBITION: Move more mature 
technologies into the market, 
removing current distortions and 
releasing government support for 
more immature technologies. Unlock 
£20bn by accelerating investment 
throughout the supply chain.

Fully 
Costed 
System

Drive out 
Carbon

Reward 
Customers’ 
Actions & 

Assets

Reduce 
Whole 
System 
Costs

Maximise  
Utility of all 
Capacity on  
the system

Unlock 
Capital 

throughout 
the system

Recommendations: From Subsidies to  
the Market
1  Decouple the Low Carbon System from the Fossil Fuel Paradigm: 

Recognise the differences between a commodity-based system and a 
capital-intensive system 

2  Bite the Bullet but Spread the Joy: Significantly accelerate investment 
support, and broaden access to it for new assets throughout the supply 
chain, with a particular focus on customers’ assets through miniaturising 
CfDs and the Capacity Market

3  Support a Vibrant ‘Market-First’ Strategy: Provide a very low 
powered floor price to the open market, and lead on building a robust, 
more transparent and liquid market

4  Reform Contracts for Difference: Put in place additional freedoms, 
while also placing new obligations; and in the medium-term pivot the 
mechanism back to its original purpose – immature technologies

5  Financial Sandbox: BEIS should establish a financial ‘sandbox’, working 
with new investors with a different risk profile to existing investment and 
developing diverse routes to investment, reflecting the diverse set of 
assets required.
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Building a stronger PPA and merchant market 
and focusing support on immature technologies

The Five Cs of a Fully  
Costed Energy System
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Funding the Decarbonised Energy System

Despite the great success of the current government funding regimes, 
policy time is almost uniquely spent examining these support regimes 
for generation, with much less time taking leadership in designing a 
robust, fair and transparent unsupported market.

The amount of investment needed to transform our energy system is 
significant and with other parts of the world aiming to decarbonise it will be a 
highly competitive environment to secure resources and capabilities to deliver 
Net Zero. The UK is one of the leading countries on the path to decarbonisation 
but the task of securing the investment cannot be underestimated.

There will need to be a strong investment pull with clarity on the role of 
government, the market rules and the expectations of investors. The challenge 
is to develop an attractive investment environment, incorporate wider industrial 
objectives, while also being fair to the public purse. In addition, the nature of the 
assets required are more complex and with different characteristics, so a ‘one 
size’ support mechanism will not fit all. 

We have tested the impact of some of our recommendations on the cost of 
risk with investors and while risk still exists, a combination of actions could and 
should reduce risk and therefore the cost of capital.

The five ‘D’s
• Destination Clear
• Decarbonised Always
• Double Investment
• Diversify Investment
• Demand Assets Crucial

Demand 
Certainty

Revenue 
Stacking

New Markets

Fossil Fuel 
Measures

Merit OrderProject 
Risk

Driving 
Risk 

Down

Residual 
Risk

Investor Risk

Maturity Support

Floor Price

Policy Certainty: 80% mandates

No Market Barriers

Utility Value and storage

Squeezing out Carbon

Squeezing out Carbon

Developer Risk

Intervention/Support

Risk Reduction Measures

Benefits

Construction/
Operational Risk

No Curtailing

Capital/Debt Cost

DeRisking the Capital through Policy Measures and Low Powered Floor Price

Recommendation 1: Decouple the 
Decarbonised System from the Fossil 
Fuel Paradigm
By squeezing renewables into a fossil fuel paradigm, we are trying to get 
intermittent generation to behave as if they were ‘ramp-it-up’ assets and are 
costing every electron equally. Fundamentally we have to recognise that the new 
system has different characteristics and requires new investment models that a 
volatile commodity price can no longer effectively unlock. 

Significant changes required include:

•  Focus on the Capital not the Commodity: The pricing of energy against a 
volatile and a less relevant commodity price is inhibiting investment in the much 
wider set of assets required throughout the system. The feedstock is of marginal 
cost but the assets are capital intensive, and the processing, fixed assets and 
system management are an important and growing cost to the system.
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•  Address the Fossil Fuel bias: As indicated in ‘From Fossil to Low Carbon’ 
there are many “hidden” market and support biases sitting at the heart of the 
system that need to be addressed 

•  Unlock New Assets and Actions: The current market is not unlocking the 
energy “processing” and storage assets that are capital intensive and have 
an increasing value across a fully-costed energy system. While “processing” 
assets have been developed through the balancing and ancillary markets, 
the value becomes cannibalised quickly and long-term investment signals 
are weak. The volatile price of a commodity is never going to offer the 
investment case for the quantity of these assets required. 

•  Support Consumer Assets: There is very limited support or focus 
on ensuring greater access to behind-the-meter assets, crucial to the 
decarbonisation of transport and heat..

Recommendation 2: Bite the Bullet but 
Spread the Joy
Accelerate the Timeframe for Investment
The UK needs to be less squeamish about significantly increasing support for 
investment in decarbonising the energy system – and doing so quickly. We 
have all seen the wider economic and industrial benefits of driving hard on 
decarbonisation and the UK has an impressive track record it can build on.

The UK Government’s Energy White Paper investment proposals are 
significant. However, the timescale is not fast enough as it will be spread over 
the next ten years. The investment proposed in the White Paper needs to be 
front-loaded, with the majority invested in the next five years to ensure that we 
stay within our carbon budget but also capture the significant innovation and 
industrial opportunities.

Accelerating investment and deployment requires a specific policy and 
institutional focus to deliver these projects. While it is welcome that there will be a 
cross-government working group to coordinate this, we believe that there needs 
to be a specific Delivery Agency established to drive this investment forward.

QUITE EASY
The review of all policies for 
fossil fuel bias is important 
and policy needs to develop 

different approaches to 
support to unlock storage and 

consumer assets. See From 
Supply to Demand

Recommendations: From Fossil to Low Carbon
1  Clear Destination: Mandate suppliers to deliver 80% decarbonised 

electricity by 2030, with different but clear trajectories for other 
energy vectors.

2  Review All Policy and Regulatory Fossil Bias: Government, Ofgem 
and other regulated bodies must urgently review all their actions to 
reduce any fossil fuel bias. 

3  Require Onerous Reporting of Fossil Choices: Place bureaucratic 
burdens on all regulated actors who procure fossil fuels.

4  Tighten Up the Renewable Energy Guarantee of Origin Regime: 
Ensure that REGOS are linked and related to UK-based renewable 
technologies.

MODERATELY EASY
This will require accelerating 

investment which is 
challenging but the benefits 
significantly outweigh the 

challenges



Spread the Joy
It is extremely welcome that the White Paper outlines the broadening of the 
technology portfolio, for long-term investment in storage, CCUS and hydrogen. 
However, disappointingly there is less focus on the distributed assets, not least 
behind-the-meter assets, that require support. 

The new metrics developed for this project shows the significant value of 
demand side assets alongside generation assets. 

The ReCosting Energy project has aimed to “spread the joy” of this value to 
consumers throughout its set of recommendations, and believes that consumer 
demand side assets must be given equal access to all support mechanisms 
commensurate with their value to the whole system cost. 

Through services, the cost of these capital assets can be spread over a 
contract period and service providers can act as the counterparty to the 
support mechanism, driving down the overall cost of the product to the 
consumer and accelerating take-up.
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Whole Electricity System Costs, including distribution network benefits

 

frontier economics  20 
 

 Modelling whole system costs of demand-side technologies 

Figure 6 Example WESC, including illustrative distribution network benefits 
 
 

 
Source: Frontier  

The addition of these benefits leads to an improvement for whole system impacts 
for all the DSR, storage and energy efficiency technologies, given that they are all 
on the distribution network. “Other non-domestic” DSR, is now shown as having a 
negative WESC (whereas without these benefits it adds costs to the system). 
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These example figures should not be interpreted as "generic" estimates of the whole system impact of a class of technologies. 
Whole system impacts are dependent on the wider electricity system and when technologies are assumed to be built.

Recosting Metrics
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FAIR ACCESS TO 
CONSUMER PRODUCTS

Focus on demand side support 
is crucial if we are not to 

increase inequality and drive 
greater whole system costs 
to those who cannot afford 
the capital costs of the new 

decarbonised assets. 

While we recognise that 
there is a big requirement 

for large investment in 
generation assets, politically 

it is extremely important 
that the “Joy” is spread and 

that support mechanisms are 
designed around empowering 

and serving all consumers.  

Consumers have a veto on Net 
Zero so their lives, their assets 

and their experiences must 
be enhanced and supported 
throughout this transition.

Recommendation 3: Support a Vibrant 
“Market First” Strategy
Pathway to the Market
All actions in terms of policy and regulation should be driving more and more 
of the mature technologies towards the market and reducing their dependence 
on support. We should reserve the supported market to those technologies 
that have not yet grown to scale, proven their operational abilities, reached cost 
parity or built an optimised supply chain.

Increase Policy Focus
Policy and regulatory focus has in the main been focused on the Contracts for 
Difference and Capacity Market mechanisms rather than investing the time and 
leadership in supporting the market, reducing barriers and facilitating more 
investors to default to unsupported routes to invest.

Much greater focus is required to understand the barriers and develop the 
mechanisms that support the market, looking at and learning from other countries 
that have developed more vibrant markets, such as the USA and Germany.

Inherent Barriers to the Market
Historically there have been several biases that have encouraged investors to 
defer to the supported market and avoided the merchant or PPA options. It 
must be made a priority to facilitate greater market-driven investments. This will, 
however, need some de-risking and policy action, along with time for greater 
confidence to be built.

•  Fossil Fuel Bias: As stated throughout this report there are several embedded 
fossil fuel biases that need to be addressed to significantly reduce the 
undercutting of the decarbonised market. 

•  Complex Contractual Relationships: While there are moves to rationalise 
and simplify PPA agreements, there is still a lot of work to do to simplify and 
commoditise the procurement of PPAs to create much greater liquidity and 
tradability. 

•  Counterparty Risk: Whether suppliers or corporates, purchasers have 
had their credit-worthiness significantly weakened by COVID-19. Even before 
COVID-19 there was reluctance to enter longer-term PPAs and the UK market 
was not as liquid as, for example, the German market. In addition, some of the 
ratings agencies regard PPAs as a credit risk, further disincentivising corporates 
from signing PPAs with long enough terms to to unlock investment. 

•  Capacity Market and CfD Distortions: While important mechanisms, these 
are having a negative impact on the unsupported market and undermining 
investor confidence. 
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Strengthening the PPA/Merchant markets through a Low Power Floor Price
In this current market, with fragile suppliers and weakened corporate balance 
sheets, the PPA market is likely to suffer in the short term. While it would be 
desirable to have totally unsupported PPA/merchant markets, there is a need 
for a very limited de-risking action that government could take to address the 
current risks while supporting greater moves to the market away from subsidies.

While government should not underwrite revenues, it can play a role in de-
risking the debt associated with the investment. 

There is a very low powered floor price regime that Ofgem 
employs for those with Contracts for Difference. The ‘Off-taker 
of Last Resort’ mechanism has never been called upon and as a 
mechanism is almost “forgotten”. However, a similar floor price, 
extended to the PPA and merchant market for a 10-year period, 
would build confidence in the unsubsidised market. The floor price 
would be designed around the cost of the capital – so not rewarding 
profits but as a backstop to reduce cost of debt. 

This could be tapered, as this mechanism is unlikely to be used, 
but as a key interim de-risking mechanism would stimulate greater 
confidence in the unsupported market, delivering more competitive 
pricing and reducing the market distortions currently impacting 
the merchant market from the wide spread use of Contracts for 
Difference. 

Building a stronger unsupported market for wind and solar will 
also release more government funds and support for those less 
mature technologies that are so important for delivering Net Zero.

Recommendation 4: Review Contracts 
for Difference
There is a need for short-term reform 
to the Contracts for Difference regime 
followed by a more fundamental 
pivot away from mature technologies 
such as wind and solar, to return 
to its original purpose – to unlock 
cost efficiencies in emerging not 
established technologies. Currently it 
is having a deleterious impact on the 
market and is unsustainable in the long 
term in its current form.

Short-term Reforms
There are tangible measures that can 
be introduced quickly that would drive 
better value for money and greater 
capital “sweating” while also putting in 
place some important restrictions and 
obligations to reduce waste.

•  Market Certainty and Carbon Reforms Reducing Risk: With the “deck” 
squeezing fossil fuels out of the system, risk will be reduced and should be 
reflected in the strike price.

MODERATELY EASY
The mechanism exists for 

Contracts for Difference but 
needs to be extended to the 

PPA /merchant markets

A generation floor price would attract 
“investor confidence, dispatch efficiency, 

capacity adequacy and optimal 
investment. It also would reduce the 
impact on consumers reducing their 
exposure to excessively high prices.

Cornwall Insights “The net zero paradox: 
Challenges of designing markets to bring 

forward low marginal cost resources” 
See report at https://www.cornwall-

insight.com//uploads/ 
Download from 

https://bit.ly/35iD3jV

Some of the Challenges of the CfD Mechanism
Many of the challenges we face are borne out of the success of the 
current funding model for large scale low carbon generating assets. 
The key misalignment is that we are trying to squeeze a capital-intensive 
investment into a commodity market.
•  The Wrong Difference: The price of fossil fuels is no longer an 

appropriate or relevant reference point and does not reflect the whole 
system costs

•  Distorting the Market: The CfD regime has a price impact on the 
viability of the merchant and PPA market

•  Treating all Electrons Equally: There is no distinction between an 
electron of utility and one wasted

•  Rewarding Waste: Paying for wasted energy is not incentivising the 
blending of generating assets with storage or identifying new utility

•  End of the Subsidy Cliff: There are limited incentives to continue 
generating post CfD period, thereby wasting the capital investment
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CONFLATE CFDS WITH  
THE CAPACITY MARKET

A new contractual structure 
would provide both security 

of supply and low carbon 
generation.

As it would be a single asset 
providing both these two roles 
and benefits, there would be 
no need to provide payments 
to two different generators, 

resulting in an avoided 
investment.

•  Sweat the Capital already Invested: All decarbonised assets should be 
able to access all energy markets with no false barriers to delivering services 
across these markets. This would unlock investment cases, lower risk and 
offer new revenues to investors. The current false “competitive” silos do not 
deliver best value to consumers and do not reflect the imperative to get 
more from less across the system. This should start with giving access for 
those with CfDs to the Capacity Market. 

•  Mandate Storage: Mandating procured or co-located storage for 
generation projects over 500MW would mean a small increase to the strike 
price but would bring down whole system costs. 

•  Connection and Planning Reforms: The White Paper heralded changes to 
the planning and connection regimes that would further de-risk capital and also 
bring projects to fruition more quickly. The Energy White Paper in December 
20201 stated: “We will also work to reduce consenting delays and ensure that 
planning guidelines and environmental regulations are fit for purpose.” 

•  No More Waste: Progressively reducing access to constraint payments 
will drive developers to identify markets for excess generation and invest in 
storage, hydrogen production and other technologies. This will also reduce 
the prevalence of negative prices, which will further support the investment 
case (see box).

•  Obligation to Continue Production: Capital de-risked by citizens cannot 
be wasted once the supported period is finished so there should be an 
obligation for continued operation which can be underpinned by the market 
floor price as described above. 

•  Whole System Cost and Value: CfDs need to adopt a much stronger focus 
on whole system costs, of which there is limited analysis under the current 
contractual arrangement. This will become more and more essential as we 
move forward and should be included in the proposed National Audit Office 
audit of whole system costs. See From Silos to Whole System 

•  Citizens’ Dividend: For those projects that are supported by customers 
through the government, there must be an explicit Citizens’ Dividend, 
representing a sharing factor related to the amount of support provided

Medium-term Reforms: Focus on Immature Technologies
Funds allocated to the CfD mechanism going forward need to be scaled up 
quickly but focused on the less mature technologies such as hydrogen, CCUS,-
long term storage and demand side assets, driving the same significant changes 
in cost that we have seen in offshore wind to these new areas of investment. 

No new ‘One-Size-Fits-All’ Products and Assets: A Different Difference
The success of the CfDs for offshore wind provides us with a clear pathway on 
which to take the additional and new immature technologies that are essential 
for decarbonisation. 

However, investment in these new products and assets can be unlocked 
through the “difference” between a fossil fuel market and the new asset. In 
addition, they are not all assets that respond to a ‘just in time’ commodity price.

By employing the whole system costings, the value of these new assets can 
be judged on the difference in whole system costs between, for example, having 
storage on the system and not having it on the system. When examining the 
new metrics there is also an “avoided cost of energy” that currently has no 
mechanism by which to be rewarded. CfDs could be developed to assist with 
unlocking these assets by providing long-term contracts to make investments in 
these highly valuable assets. 

The whole system cost differential between having these assets on the 
system or not could provide a reference price for a long-term fixed contract.

MODERATELY EASY
Most of these measures 

are changes to contractual 
agreements

MODERATELY EASY
The concept of a Contract for 
Difference should be tested 
measuring the whole system 

cost differential
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The UK faces unprecedented costs related to curtailment. The cost 
of National Grid ESO dealing with constraints ranged from £23million to 
£94million per month between January and December 2019, totaling over 
£625million for that year. To put this constraint cost into perspective, ahead 
of the Clean Growth Strategy UK government announced up to £557 million 
to be allocated for Pot 2 CfD auctions1. The actions needed during COVID-19 
to support curtailment when released will further show the realities of the 
new system going forward.

Furthermore, analysis by LCP1 forecasts that in 2026 National Grid will be 
fronting £1billion on resolving the Scottish export constraints alone (Figure 
1). This cost does not include the associated carbon of turning up gas plants 
south of the constrained border, which LCP estimates at 3 million tonnes per 
annum up to the forecasted completion of network reinforcements in 2029. 

This wasted zero-carbon generation is not acceptable under Net Zero and 
reflects a system that is not optimised. 

Developers with intermittent generation should be incentivised through 
redeploying their curtailment liabilities to invest in all forms of storage, 
electrolysis or through their active incentivisation of off peak consumption. 
This very much promotes the need to have a value for “blended” assets and 
new business models that reduce wasted energy.

Stop rewarding waste

Figure 1: LCP forecast of thermal export constraint cost on the B6 (Scotland/England) 
boundary and the percentage of each year in which constraints occur along this boundary
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Miniaturising Support for Distributed and Behind-the-Meter Investments
While government needs to ensure investment in large big-ticket decarbonised 
assets, there is also a need for significant investment in a much wider set 
of smaller assets both at the local level and behind the meter. Small scale 
generation (under 5MW) represented 14% of the UK’s total renewable capacity 
in 2019, comprised of over 1.01 million installation2, highlighting their importance 
for achieving Net Zero. 

Contracts for Difference can be designed to unlock these important 
distributed and customer facing assets. This is particularly important for our 
journey to decarbonize heat and transport. It is crucial that we find mechanisms 
by which we can de-risk the upfront capital costs. 

Some of this investment can be driven by customers. However, to achieve 
the scale and allow for fair and equitable access to these benefits, routes to 
supporting deployment need to be 
facilitated. 

From conversations with investors 
there is growing appetite from large 
infrastructure investors to look at 
distributed assets through aggregators 
and with a CFD underpinning, this 
could significant accelerate the 
deployment of heat pumps, PV and 
batteries.

Recommendation 5: Financial Sandbox: 
Attracting new investors
There is a problem at the heart of funding our decarbonisation and that is the 
nature of the investors that are currently dominant in the sector.  There is a risk 
aversion and also an opportunity deficit, with investors looking for risk to sit 
with the government who is the proxy for the consumer.

BEIS should establish a Financial Sandbox that allows for new models for 
investment to be trialed and developed, opening up the system to greater risk 
capital that might nevertheless actually deliver greater full systems benefits and 
price reductions.

In the medium term we must make sure that we don’t exclude new types of 
investment with multiple revenue streams rather than the vanilla investors that 
the sector currently attracts.

MODERATELY EASY
Miniaturised Contracts for 

Difference should be developed 
and tested with investors

INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT 
IN SMART METERS

Infrastructure investors have 
financed the deployment of smart 
meters showing that “distributed 

assets” with clear revenue projections 
can be appealing to big capital if an 
appropriate regime is established
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Conclusion
In a system that is capital intensive with a reducing commodity value, we need 
to focus support on derisking the capital and less focused on underpinning the 
commodity revenues.

The combination of the policy certainties, reducing the competition from fossil 
fuels, service agreements proposed in this report, and a low floor price, we believe 
the market options for mature technologies will look much more attractive.

However we do need a lot of investment and need over time to pivot the 
majority of government support to the immature technologies from large 
project such as CCUS, hydrogen and tidal power but also make all mechanisms 
accessible to investors interested in distributed and behind the meter assets.

Cumulatively, these recommendations would restack the deck towards 
the different nature and characteristics of the renewable energy sector. The 
whole system costs of these measures would be reduced, and capital would be 
sweated effectively by dismantling the market “silos” preventing existing assets 
from performing more than one action. As these measures were tested over 
time, investor comfort and increased revenue certainty would have an increased 
downward pressure on risk and cost.

1 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/945899/201216_BEIS_
EWP_Command_Paper_Accessible.pdf
2 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/875410/Renewables_
Q4_2019.pdf


